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App-2 Translational risk is usually not hedged by the firms however if its impact is significant on the earnings
of a company then hedging it is a safer option. GM is more concerned about how the fluctuation of Yen affects
it market share. However, volatility in cash flows is the concerns not only managers, but regulators and
shareholders as well. As currency exchange rate fluctuates, the financial position of GM and its competitive
position are influenced. GM had transaction exposure to the Japanese yen as it issued Yen-dominated bonds,
and had Yen-dominated loan. Options Spot Rates 1. In addition to that, investors will face lack of information
related to the operation of the business and the associated foreign exchange exposures. How should NG go
about convincing its customers? We will discuss the translation exposure at the regional level. Also, we can
argue that GM should have developed its hedging strategy to hedge commercial foreign exposure on global
level not on regional level. Another option could be the use of long term forex swap. GM- Canada is subject
for transaction exposure although USD is the functional and operating currency. The second matter is the
management major translation risk arising in Argentina subsidiary due to recent major devaluation in the local
currency. In order to meet this objective, GM hedged the transaction exposures only and ignored to hedge the
translation exposure. GM basically changed its hedging policy and passive approach replaced active one due
to minimize the resources deployed for managing FX risks and for cost effectiveness purposes as well. The
company has non centralized treasury function that has a number of tasks that are performed non-centrally.
The country has very poor economic situation with no reforms and recent devaluation of currency has caused
the managers to think over the strategy that should be followed. Other options to deal with that could be
borrowing in the local currency as it minimizes the level of payments that should be remitted to the parent. To
what degree should NG drive change on its own in order to achieve customer differentiation vs. As a result of
these investment, GM investments in Japan is exposed to translation exposure. A strategy needs to be
evaluated to deal with this long term risk. Hence, GM Europe is subject to translation exposure that would
impact its financial position, however the implied risk is related to the degree of volatility of Euro against U. It
was still unclear though how fast customer demand for robust compliance programs would affect the
competitive dynamics. S which has an impact on operating cash flow for material, and labour. Different
hedging strategies for Canadian dollar risk are used. The objective of our calculation is to reduce the total
amount paid by GM in respect of 1. In this essay, we will go through the types of FX exposure that GM faces,
how GM had managed foreign exchange risk, and how effective GM hedging strategies are.


